for the case where M is the field R of real numbers and for the case where. M is the field C of complex numbers [g] . Sequences called here (a,k)-computations occur in many technical and economical problems, e.g. in coding theory, renewal theory, in studying discrete-time economical problems etc* A characteristic feature of an (a,k)-computation is that, by (2), each of its terms x n , n > k, is linearly depending on k succesive terms of this computation, the last of them being a direct predecessor of x Q . This is expressed by saying that an -machine "remembers" k backward term. In this paper we Introduce the notion of DFk-prooess (discrete Fk-process). This notion seems to be useful in description. of physical or economical, generally nonlinear, processes investigated in a discrete time and are characterized by a "memory" whose length is k time units. Moreover, we consider some qualitative properties of DFk-processes.
2. Definition of DFk-process Let F : R k+1 -~R . Definition' 5. Any infinite sequenoe (x Q ,x^,x 2 ,...) which elements are real and satisfy the condition (3) x Q+k = F!(n,x n , * *' ,x n+k-1 ^ for any n ^ 0 "
is called DFk-process (discrete Fk-process).
Obviously, the notion of the DPk-process is a generalization of that of the (a,k)-computation. Moreover, for any infinite and real sequence (x .x.. ,x 0 ,...) and for any positive k+1 integer k there exists a function F : R -»-R such that this sequence is a DPk-process, In fact, a function P should in this case satisfy the condition (3) for all nonnegative integer n. We observe, that for a special case if P is constant with respect to the first variable, any DPk-process is a computation of the k-machine <R ,P*> , where P*:R^-»R is a function defined as follows and, moreover, if there exist positive numbers Lj,, r=1,2,...,k such that for every nonnegative integer n and s r ,s r e R , r=1,2,...,k, the inequality
holds, then (6) Proof, negative integer -273 -g = lim F(n,g,...,g).
n-^oo
Prom (3), (4) and (5) we have for every nonn (7) 6 + e(n) = P(n,g,...,g), where e(n) --0 if n-»-©o . Passing to the limit with n in equality (7) we get condition (6 The nonlinear r?k-processes Proof.
Prom ( (10) for p = 1 and (9) we get x m+k+2 £ x m+ i t+1 • Hence, applying mathematical induction we prove that x m+ k + p + i ^ x m+k+p ior every positive integer p. Consequently, the infinite sequence » x m+ 2»•••) is nondecreasing. In the case where all the partial derivatives (8) are nonpositive, the proof is analogous. W.ji.D.
Let-N q denote the set of all nonnegative integers. Theorem 3« If (x Q ) is an ^FK-process, and if there exists a function K s IT-*-<0;1> such that for every k nonnegative integer n, and for every (s 1 ,s 2 ,...,s k ) e R the condition (11) |r(n,s 1 ,...,s k )| $K(n). max |s r | holds, then for every n e i n we have (12) |x n |«a f where iii = max |x I. 0<r<k-1 1 1 Proof. me inequality (12; obviously nolds for n=u,1,... ,k-1. suppose that chis inequality holds ior n=n, p+"l,... ,p+!:-1, where p is any nonnegative integer.
